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ABSTRACT
The LovePot is developing no-loss “jackpot” pool, built on binance Smart Chain
technology specifically dedicated to decentralized financial applications. By
focusing on the functionality of the blockchain and dedicating it specifically to
decentralized finance, LovePot provides unparalleled high transaction throughput,
smooth staking and yield farming, reduced risk of errors, and intelligent feature
development specifically for the fulfillment of financial services on the blockchain.

WHAT IS A LOVEPOT?
A LovePot is a no-loss “jackpot” pool similar to the service pioneered by Pool
Together. Users stake tokens to a LovePot during an initial Staking Period (e.g. the
first 24 hours). At the end of this initial Period, the Pot is closed to further staking
and for the next 6 days (the Farming Period), the Pot farms all of the pooled assets
to generate a pooled yield. (Note: technically, the LovePot begins staking tokens as
soon as they are staked, but in the interests of simplicity, we call the next 6 days
after staking closes the Farming Period).
At the end of the Farming Period, one user is randomly selected as the winner,
based on a composite weighting of the Number of Tokens they have contributed to
the LovePot times the Speed multiple (S) and the History multiple (H) (so that the
composite weighting = # Tokens X S X H).
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LOVEPOT STAKING– PROVIDING DEFI
USERS AN ALTERNATIVE TO LENDING
Lending activities are subject to several risks. When borrowers use volatile assets
as collateral, a sharp price drop can result in the lender losing some of the value of
the loan after it is liquidated. Furthermore, an oversupply of loans on the
marketplace can suppress the interest rates available to lenders. However, users of
the LovePot will also be able to earn returns from staking. Staking is entirely
distinct from lending. Users don’t transfer their asset to any other entity. The
governance rights associated with their asset is delegated to a validator node in
the given PoS network. As a result, the validator node receives greater rewards for
their activities in providing consensus and a portion of this reward is distributed to
stakers. The market for PoS is over four times the size of the current DeFi market.
Over $10 billion in USD value is currently locked for staking in major PoS networks.
Many of these staking networks currently pay nominal interest between 5% to 10%
each year. These networks typically require an extremely high number of tokens to
set up a validator node. The LovePot allows users to tap into this large market
without the stringent requirements to run a validator node. Through the LovePot
app, users with a specified amount of LovePot tokens will be able to create a pool
where different users can combine their coins to stake. There is an innitital staking
period which afterwards a winner will be randomly selected, this doesn‘t mean that
you will loose your funds, your assets will still be intact. At the end of this initial
Period, the Pot is closed to further staking and for the next 6 days (the Farming
Period), the Pot farms all of the pooled assets to generate a pooled yield
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LOVEPOT LIQUIDITY POOL-AS-ASERVICE – PROVIDING DEEP LIQUIDITY
TO DEFI PROTOCOLS
Adequate liquidity is essential to the successful operation of DeFi services. A lack
of liquidity causes significant challenges to users. Prices in decentralized trading
become extremely volatile. Interest rates available for loans fluctuate sharply.
Lenders may be unable to withdraw their assets. Some DeFi protocols have
addressed liquidity by allowing users to pool their liquidity. However, these
liquidity pools remain distinct from lending and staking. LovePot will be the first to
integrate liquidity pools, lending services, and staking services to maximise the
liquidity accessible to the user. Any investor will be able to deposit their idle
assets into a liquidity pool and earn a reward on their allocated assets. Rewards
will vary based on how the liquidity is utilized also based on the amont of tokens
staked. There are several possible means by which the assets can deepen the
liquidity of the integrated services: · Provide liquidity for loans. In this case, the
asset allocator receives rewards in the form of lending interest. · Provide liquidity
for decentralized trading. In this case, the asset allocator receives a share of the
trading fees. · Facilitating swaps between assets. If a user deposits Ether but there is
an oversupply of this asset while USDT is highly demanded, the Ether can be used
to provide liquidity for the demand of USDT. The deposited ETH can be
immediately swapped for USDT and loaned out. · Facilitate staking · Prevent
illiquidity events. Many lenders seeking to withdraw their assets simultaneously can
oftentimes lead to insufficient assets for withdrawal. This has happened several
times on the largest DeFi protocol Compound. When illiquidity events occur, the
system should adjust interest rates to increase liquidity. However, this can take
time to restore liquidity. With LovePot, the assets deposited by users can be used
to fill the gaps in liquidity while the system is adjusting. Asset owners receive
higher yield if their assets are used for these circumstances. This adds a layer of
robustness to the LovePot liquidity. When a user invests in a LovePot liquidity
pool, the system determines how the assets will be allocated. Figures can expect
positive ROI but returns will fluctuate. For predetermined payouts, users can choose
to invest in staking. However, the real returns of staking will be impacted by the
volatility of the asset which is staked. Users receive a stand-in token for the assets
invested in liquidity pools.
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WHAT DOES NO-LOSS MEAN? CAN I LOSE
ANY OF THE TOKENS I STAKE?
LovePots are no-loss pools in the sense that your principal is never at risk. At the
end of the Farming Period, everyone who participates will be returned their initial
stake. No one is at risk of losing any of the tokens they stake because LovePots
operates just like all of our other pools. The difference lies in how the profits are
distributed.

SO THEN WHERE DO LOVEPOT POOL
PROFITS GO?
Essentially, LovePot pool profits go to the winner, with some portion reserved for
LovePot’s program to buy back $Love tokens. For launch purposes, 70% of all of the
profits go to the winner, and 30% go to the Community and Team Treasury to buy
back LovePot on the open market. This ratio may be adjusted from time to time as
Team LovePot monitors user behavior and buy back performance to maximize the
benefit to the LovePot Community.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF LOVEPOT
DEFI?
LovePot utilizes Binance to increment monetary security and ease, open liquidity
and development opportunities, and backing a coordinated and normalized ﬁnancial
framework.

PROGRAMMABILITY
Exceptionally programmable smart contracts automate the execution and empower
the formation of new ﬁnancial instruments and digital resources.

IMMUTABILITY
Tamper-proof data coordination across a blockchain’s decentralized architec- ture
increases security and auditability.

TRANSPARENCY
On the open Ethereum blockchain, each exchange is communicated to and checked
by diﬀerent clients on the system (note: Ethereum addresses are scrambled keys
that are pseudo-unknown). This degree of transparency around exchange
information takes into account rich data analysis as well as guarantees that
organize action is accessible to any client. Binance and the LovePot conventions
running on it are additionally worked with open source code that is accessible for
anybody to view, review, and expand upon.

PERMISSIONLESS
Unlike traditional ﬁnance, LovePot is deﬁned by its open, direct access: anyone with
a crypto wallet and internet availability, regardless of their location and often
without any minimum amount of ﬁnance required, can access LovePot application
programmed on Ethereum.

SELF-CUSTODY
Web3 wallets like MetaMask can be used to interact with direct ﬁnancial
applications and protocols, DeFi market users always keep custody of their assets
and control of their personal information.
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TEAM LOVEPOT “JACKPOT”
CONTRIBUTION
At launch, Team LovePot is contributing a big bag of tokens to each LovePot to
grow the total “jackpot”. At launch and until the LovePots are organically
sufficiently large to obviate the need for Team LovePot to seed the Pots, Team
LovePot is committed to contributing this initial stake to make the size of the
“jackpots” worth the opportunity cost of users staking to the pools.
NONE of Team LovePot’s tokens is eligible to win. Their sole function is to
contribute to the size of the pool being farmed. In other words, Team LovePot’s
tokens are “whitelisted” and are ineligible to win and are therefore not counted in
calculations of probabilities. Their only effect on the outcome is to INCREASE the
number of tokens that are farmed by the LovePot to INCREASE the size of the
“jackpot” that goes to the winning user.
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LOVEPOT PERIODS
Before diving into how LovePot Weighted Odds work, let’s take a look at the
different Periods in the status of a given LovePot. These Periods operate as follows
over a 7 day period:

STAKING PERIOD (THE FIRST 24 HOURS)
This s the period during which you can stake tokens to the LovePot. (LovePot
STATUS = UNLOCKED)

FARMING PERIOD (THE 6 DAYS FOLLOWING THE STAKING PERIOD)
This is the period during which the LovePot is closed to any more staking, and
during which the LovePot will farm profits using the total pooled assets of the
LovePot (including the contribution from Team LovePot!). (LovePot STATUS =
FARMING)

RETURN PERIOD (THE PERIOD AFTER THE FARMING PERIOD ENDS)
At the end of the Farming Period, open the LovePot to see if you have won! If you
have won, you will receive your original stake, plus 90% of the profits farmed by
the entire pool over the course of the Farming Period! If you haven’t won, don’t
worry, your stake will be returned to you because LovePots are NO-LOSS! (LovePot
STATUS = COLLECT
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STAKING IN POOLS
LovePot holders control the ecosystem and receive the majority of farm
performance fee profits. In order to claim these profits, LovePot holders stake their
tokens in the LovePot Love Pools. Profits are sent to this pool in the form of LOVE
token rewards. The amount of profits you receive is determined by the number of
LovePot tokens you stake (% of the pool) you own. We currently bringing a
snapshot voting page where users can use LovePot to vote on decisions within our
community. Thus the more LovePot you stake, the higher your influence in the
ecosystem. In the future, we expect to come up with a more concrete governance
tokenomics ecosystem, perhaps by introducing a new, separate governance
token.Anyone who participates in the LovePot ecosystem will receive a some
amount of LOVE after farming. Users will be rewarded LOVE for staking, issuing
loans, depositing, collateral, and participating in liquidity pools. Yield farming
incentives users to both borrow and provide liquidity. By incentivizing both
borrowers and lenders, it facilitates healthy demand and supply dynamics for
LovePot. This will allow the app to thrive by attracting a strong user base both to
borrow and to issue loans. The LOVE tokens which users will be rewarded will
depend on their share of the total value and turnover in the platform. This
incentivizes users to participate in different investment instruments and to
transition more capital to LOVE to maximize returns. The amount of LOVE
dedicated to yield farming is finite. The rewards will be paid daily until the farming
fund is empty. This incentivizes early adoption.
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LOVEPOT LIQUIDITY MINING AND YIELD
FARMING
The rise in DeFi tokens has encouraged “yield farming” — the act of using one or
multiple DeFi protocols to generate as many returns as possible. Yield farming has
become even more popular with the rise of so-called “liquidity mining,” or earning
a protocol’s newly minted native token in addition to regular returns.
liquidity mining refers to a situation when a yield farmer participates in market
making to contribute needed liquidity to a speciﬁc coin or token and, in doing so,
earns the rate of return, plus an extra unit of the protocol’s token.
When LovePot distributed its governance token, LOVE, its liquidity mining
mechanism led to a massive yield farming push as investors attempted to
maximize their returns and earn LOVE

LOVEPOT STAKING FARM
In this farm, users can stake using their LP tokens, while getting back LOVE Token.
The APR for this farm is dependent on the performance of all the other farms, The
LovePot staking in Farms. LovePot Farms has upto 3% Deposite fee, withdrawal fee
0 and no performance fee.
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TOKENOMICS LOVEPOT FINANCE
LOVE TOKEN FEATURES
LOVE Token isa governance tokencreated on the Binance Smart Chain. Utility
tokens aretokens that areintended to providedigital access toan application
orservice through a blockchain-based infrastructure. LOVE allows for access to the
lending, and liquidity pool while also providing speciﬁc values such as the ability
to add as collateral and platform governance purposes to its holders. Its key
features include:
• BSC-20 based token used within DeFi Ecosystem
• It will power future DeFi services and products
• Faster transaction times within liquidity pools for lending and borrowing

LOVE WILL BE REQUIRED FOR THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:
· Starting and taking part in custom lending and liquidity pools
· Taking part in P2P lending. EARN is needed to manually create and accept loan
oﬀers.
· Starting a staking pool
In this farm, users can stake using their LP tokens, while getting back LOVE Token.
The APR for this farm is dependent on the performance of all the other farms, The
LovePot staking in Farms. LovePot Farms has upto 3% Deposite fee, withdrawal fee
0 and no performance fee.
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TOKENOMICS
Token Name: LovePot Token
Token Symbol: LOVE
Contract Address: 0xd631d33f2c3f38d9abdae08ebc0b69fa636e8ec2
Chain: Binance Smart Chain
Total Supply: 100 Million
Presale: 30%
Jackpot:10%

(To stake in the jackpot for users can win high)

Liquidity to lock: 8%
Team: 5% (Put behind an 24-month timelock)
Marketing: 2%
45% Reserved
to List on different exchanges, future gaming dapp additions, NFT etc
Total Transfer Tax Rate: 0%
Total Burn Rate: 0%
Presale Price: 0.04 / BUSD
Listing Price: 0.05 / BUSD
Minimum Buy-in Presale: 0.05
Maximum Buy in Presale: 5 BNB
Softcap 1750 BNB Hardcap 3500 BNB
Listing on Pancakeswap on 27 October 2021
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TOKENOMICS LOVEPOT FINANCE
DISTRIBUTION
TOTAL SUPPLY: 100 MILLION
Presale: 30%
Jackpot:10%

(To stake in the jackpot for users can win high)

Liquidity to lock: 8%
Team: 5% (Put behind an 24-month timelock)
Marketing: 2%
45% Reserved to List on different exchanges, future gaming dapp additions, NFT etc

45% Reserved to List on
different exchanges,
future gaming dapp
additions, NFT etc

Presale: 30%

Jackpot:10%
Marketing: 2%

Liquidity to lock: 8%

Team: 5%
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LOVEPOT ROAD MAP

FIRST PHASE
Token creation &
Deployment
Dex Development
Social communities building
Token Ownership Transfer
Techrate Audit
Presale Launch
Marketing

SECOND PHASE
Listing on Pancakeswap
Liquidity Lock
Huge marketing
Community growth
Coingecko & Coinmarketcap
listing

THIRD PHASE
Jackpot Feature building
Listing on Hotbit or Whitebit
New partnerships

FOURTH PHASE
Launchpad Building
Marketing
Improving Security
Jackpot Launching
Buyback Love Tokens

MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED..
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HOW WOULD THIS PROJECT BE
MARKETED?
PARTNERSHIPS
LovePot will partner with several financial institutions and blockchain companies to
help promote its coin globally

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
Social media today is an efficient marketing strategy for every industry, LovePot
will adopt all social media marketing strategy to help market its coin and services
carried out. The platforms that will be used for paid ads include bing, google,
facebook, instagram, twitter, linkedin e.t.c

AIRDROP AND BOUNTY CAMPAIGNS
Airdrop and bounty campaigns are one of the best marketing strategy for of every
crypto project. Free coins will be given out all through.

LISTING ON EXCHANGES
LovePot token will be listed on major top volume exchanges. Our coin will be listed
on coinmarketcap, this is to enable our users check on a regular our price on
exchanges, trade our coins and as well know our rank on coinmarketcap.

WORD-OF-MOUTH
In today's businesses, word of mouth is the most efficient marketing strategy. We
will ensure our support offers 24/7 support to our customers and users of our coin.
This is to help us maintain a high level of customer satisfaction. When customers
are satisfied they give positive reviews about the project and this sky-rocket the
success of the project.
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NOTE
These are initial Whitepapers we may change fees and road map later. We will
announce before make any changes in fees, Tokenomics or roadmap.

Thanks be a part of Lovepot Community.
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